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Two distinct and contradictory sides of Christian Clews emerged
during a sentencing hearing on child pornography charges in a
packed federal courtroom — a loving father, son and good friend
eager to help anyone in trouble, and a predator with deviant sexual
tastes who preyed on vulnerable teenage girls.

Those two aspects of the personality of Clews, 52, a Carmel Valley
horse ranch owner and long-time member of the community
planning board, were mirrored by the courtroom audience. On one
side were supporters of Clews, while on the other were his alleged
victims with their friends and relatives.

After listening to both sides, District Court Judge Dana Sabraw on
Tuesday, Feb. 13, sentenced Clews to 17-and-a-half years in prison, for
what the judge called a “deeply troubling” case.

Clews pleaded guilty to the two counts — one each of possessing
and distributing child pornography — in July, charges which
together carried a maximum sentence of 40 years. Sabraw ruled in
favor of a sentencing enhancement requested by prosecutors, for
what they said was a pattern of activity involving the sexual abuse or
exploitation of a minor.

The judge keyed in on that enhancement as setting Clews’ case
apart from others that have come before him. “This case is different.
There’s a crossing of the great divide between simple possession and
predatory conduct,” Sabraw said.

Before Sabraw handed down the sentence, Clews — who wore a
button-down shirt, tie, blue jeans and cowboy boots — addressed the
court. “I cannot adequately express how sorry I am this whole event
happened,” he said. He concluded by saying, “I do not find children
sexually attractive at all,” although he admitted to possessing and
distributing the pornographic images. He was led off to begin serving
his sentence immediately after the hearing.

Prosecutors presented the statements of five adult women who
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The city overcharged residents by
more than $100,000 in January for
water they didn’t use, officials said
Thursday, Feb. 8, following a
months-long public outcry over
skyrocketing bills.

The findings are the result of an

implicated. “This is a human-error
issue with the input into the
handheld device.

“I’m very confident that in this
particular case, there are no other
issues,” he added.

The investigation focused on
northern San Diego in response to a

internal review by the Public Utilities
Department last week that officials
said traced the billing errors back to a
single worker who had misread 343
meters in November and December.

“Let me say that the individual is
no longer a city employee,” said PUD
Director Vic Bianes, declining to
provide further details on the person

City probe finds ‘human error’ responsible
for spiking hundreds of water bills
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The San Diego County Sheriff’s Department’s North
Coastal Station is warning residents to be cautious
about solicitors, who could potentially be casing
homes for burglaries. Since Nov. 1, there have been 16
residential burglaries in Rancho Santa Fe and
Olivenhain, according to sheriff’s records. Of those
incidents, two of the homes were under construction.
In Del Mar, there have been two residential burglaries
within the same time period. In Encinitas, there were
26 incidents and six within Solana Beach.

While these specific events have not been
definitively linked to solicitors, Captain John Maryon
is warning residents that they should be wary about
outsiders in their neighborhoods.

“Posing as a solicitor is a great way to get into a
neighborhood and really go under the radar,” Maryon
said. “People think they’re just selling stuff when, in
reality, they could be casing your house.”

If contacted by law enforcement, “solicitors” can
claim they were selling something, which would only
result in a ticket or being told to move on, Maryon
said. Soliciting is only allowed with permits from the
cities, he added.

He said the department has noticed more solicitors
and has been receiving more calls regarding them.

The captain recommends that people answer the
door, if they are home, so solicitors become aware that
the home is currently occupied. He also said that
houses should always look like they are “lived in.”
Residents, especially those going on vacation, should
not allow newspapers and other mail to accumulate on
their driveways. The sheriff’s department will deploy
senior volunteers to check on unoccupied homes and
move any mail upon request, Maryon said.

He also said people should install alarms that alert
the authorities directly, rather than the alarm
companies first then the sheriff’s department.

Sheriff’s Department issues warning:
Be wary of solicitors in neighborhoods
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